
Lesson Overview

Students learn strategies for guarding against identity theft and scams

that try to access their private information online. They learn what

identity theft is, what kinds of information identity thieves want, and

what can be done with that information. Students then analyze phony

emails and identify tricks that identity thieves use online. Finally, they

create a phishing email that includes the features that they have learned

about, and see if classmates can identify the scams.
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Do you know someone who has been scammed? What happened?

Students might tell stories of instances in which someone has been convinced to 

send someone else money or purchase a fake or bad product.

What is the purpose of a scam? What tricks do people use to carry out a scam?

Students should understand that the ultimate purpose of a scam is to get someone 

to give the scammer money, or information that can help the scammer steal money, 

such as a credit card number, ATM code, or password. To accomplish this, scammers 

tell lies and often pretend to be

someone they are not.

Can people get scammed on the Internet? How?

Allow students to tell stories of friends or relatives who have been scammed online. 

Then encourage them to revisit what they know about scams, and how they might 

be used online. Sample responses:

� � Someone can be tricked into buying a bad or fake product online

� � Someone can be lured into sharing information that a scammer can use to 

steal from them

EXPLAIN to students that they will be learning about a variety of online scams, 

including which kinds of information scammers look for, and how that information 
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can be used. They will also learn how to protect themselves against online scams.
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POINT OUT to students that people who scam others online don’t always have to 

get money from them directly.

Instead, they use a variety of strategies to trick people into giving out private 

information. They then use this information to access their bank and credit card 

accounts or other personal accounts. They can even “re-create” someone’s identity 

and produce false documents, such as Social Security cards, credit cards, or drivers’ 

licenses in someone else’s name. Emphasize that identity thieves look for any 

information that might help them pretend to be their victims.
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scam: an attempt to trick someone, usually with the intention of stealing money or 

private information

identity theft: a type of crime in which your private information is stolen and used 

for criminal activity 
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vulnerable: in a position that makes it easier for you to be harmed or  attacked

phishing: when people send you phony emails, pop-up messages, social media 

messages, texts, calls, or links to fake websites in order to hook you into giving out 

your personal and financial information
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Features of a Phishing Email

Need to verify account information: Phony emails will try to trick you into giving up 

account

information, passwords, or clicking on a phishing link, where you fill out information 

that identity

thieves can collect and use. Usually what they’re asking for doesn’t make sense if 

you think about it,

because they should already have that information!

Sense of urgency: When the message says you only have a limited time to respond, 

it is often the

sign of a scam.

Spelling errors: Scam emails often include spelling and grammatical errors. A real 

company would

not send out messages containing such errors.

Account is in trouble: Identity thieves try to make you worry that something is 

wrong with your

account, so you will feel you must immediately respond to the email to fix it.

Link in email or attachment: Phishing emails often have a link within the email or 

an attachment

that you are urged to click on. This link can lead you to a site or form where you 

(unknowingly) give
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your information to criminals. You should never respond to or click on links in such 

emails. Instead,

go directly to the main website, and from there check your account.

Too good to be true: Scam emails often offer things that are too good to be true, like 

the easy chance to win free money or prizes.

Generic greeting: You might see a generic greeting that does not personally address 

you. Reputable companies send emails where they address their customers by name.

Email Address/Website Address does not match the company name the email is 

supposedly from: www.yahoo.com is www.link.mail.com or yahoomailnow.com
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Student(s) should read emails carefully and identify features that would help them 

determine that this is a phishing/scam email. If session is in-person, a handout with the 

emails and instructions can be printed for each participant. Handouts and lesson plan will 

be available on http://ccis.ccsdtitle1.org website and from http://commonsensemedia.org
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Students may find additional features or have alternative reasoning.
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Also point out lack of clarity in this email, at first it says you MAY receive a check but in the 

next paragraph it tells you to contact a third party to receive your winnings and does not 

provide contact information for the primary company – the people who are awarding the 

prize.
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What kinds of information do identity thieves look for – and why?

Students should respond with examples of private information, such as full name, 

address, date of birth, account numbers, and passwords. Identity thieves try to use 

this information in order to “re-create” someone’s identity for unlawful purposes, 

mainly to secure loans and buy things.

How do thieves try to get at your information?

Thieves use phishing to try to get at people’s personal information. Have students 

discuss some of the features of phishing they learned about.

What can you do to avoid falling for online scams?

Students should remember to be suspicious of any online communication that asks 

for private information, or that seems out of character for a friend to have sent or 

posted. Students should know not to reply to such messages, not to click on any 

links or attachments, and to report the

message as spam or junk to their email provider or social network site. If they are 

concerned about one of their accounts, they should call the company’s customer 

service department using a number they found elsewhere online – not within the 

message they received.
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Survey Monkey Evaluation Survey: http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/9GLZ995
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